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About This Content

Hunger Dungeon Deluxe Edition gives you several permanent unlocks on your account, allowing you to enjoy the huge
variety on offer without any time constraints.

Permanently unlock the original 12 Heroes

 Permanently unlock secondary skins for the original 12 Heroes

Old Prisoner + Chuck Skin
Beast Hero + Red Blood Clan Skin
Goblin Profiteer + Bounty Hunter's Denim Skin
Octo Pirate + Chef Whites Skin
Samurai + Wandering Swordsman Skin
Princess Ranger + Amazonian Huntress Skin
Were-Vampire + Were-Rabbit Skin
Nimble Assassin + Biological Warfare Skin
Vagrant Ninja + Gray Skin
Element Fuse + Merlin Skin
Demonic Knight + Scythe Maiden Skin
Auto Repair + Version 2.00 Skin
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 Hunger Dungeon Soundtrack (Length of time; 7 mins, 30 seconds)

Hunger Dungeon is an ever-evolving title that we hope you will enjoy as much as we do.
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Title: Hunger Dungeon Deluxe Edition + Sound Track
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
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Buka Game Studio
Publisher:
Buka Game Studio
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016
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Perhaps one of my favorite combat aircraft i have installed. It handles very nice but be careful when manuvering above
300knts.. A simple drawing tool, it's just like MS paint but it's on steam.
. I thoroughly enjoyed playing Memoranda. It reminded me of the point-and-click adventures from several years ago. Finishing
the game prompted me to read some of the short stories by Haruki Murakami.. So a few things:
1: When you play the game, you lag for no reason...THE GAME IS 400 MB...
2: Where the hell is the ammo packs/health kits? You..um...kinda need that to...idk...SURVIVE???
3: Have you ever played a game where the MOON has better texturing than YOUR OWN WEAPON???
4: If you make a map...TRY NOT TO MAKE ONE THAT HAS A CLEAR TEXTURE GLITCH. I'm not supposed to see the
end of the map texture, i wanna see a terrain that makes me say "Damn, i wish i could go over there!"

Final analysis:
If I brought my grandmother back to life, and showed her this this game...she would probably die again...just saying...it's that
bad.. This game had a nice concept that could've been fun with proper balancing; yet sadly it didn't. No matter how much you
prepare your villagers, no matter what strategy you go at this game with, you just get massacred once the dead start waking at
night. Pixel Survivors had everything in place to be good, but executed poorly. A few updates to the AI systems could fix it but
development has gone dormant. On that note, I would not recommend this game sadly.. Neat little tower defense / RTS / puzzle
game. Clean graphics, good ambient background music. Worth the $6 that I bought it on sale for.
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Given how much I was looking forward to this puzzle game featuring Neil Gaiman before I started playing, the amount of
disappointment I felt when on two separate playthroughs I needed to quit because bugs prevented me from continuing on from
levels that I had already completed saddened me greatly. The puzzles are challenging but fun overall and the characters are
pretty neat. The world building is generally pretty nifty but the game is so filled with problems that prevent me from completing
it that I cannot in good faith recommend it unless it is one day patched (which seems unlikely at this point).. Relaxa, a gente tem
99vidas...
Otimo jogo, me lembrou bem os tempos dos arcades. I played this game together with some friends for 3 hours and we had lots
of fun! Although we wished to be stronger as the robot player every single game delivered heavy tension and scary moments.

With the upcoming changes this is a must buy (if you've got someone to play with :). I bought it and it\u2019s totally worth it!
Awesome experience in my Oculus Rift! Finally a great VR tower defense game!. Its realy nice and dandy and all. Chek out the
demo, its worth a try!. Pretty cool game, but get ready to spend 10% of your time loading screen and 10% boring talking.
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